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ABSTRACT

Photodiode

This paper reports the use of a novel thermometry technique,
scanning Joule expansion microscopy (SJEM), to study the steady
state and dynamic thermal behavior of small geometry vias under
sinusoidal and pulsed current stress for the first time. Spatial
distribution of temperature rise surrounding a sub-micron via has
been determined and the corresponding temperature contour image
has been extracted. The thermal time constant of the via structure
has been determined from the measured AC frequency dependence
of the temperature rise. Furthermore, the average (DC) and peak
temperature rise under pulsed stress condition has been estimated
from the measured first harmonic temperature rise.
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Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for the scanning

The continuous scaling of VLSI circuits has resulted in an
increase in the aspect ratio of the vias (connection between
adjacent metallization levels) and increases in the current density
and associated thermal effects, namely self-heating. Current
crowding and localized heating [l], [2], [3] in deep submicrometer vias are known to strongly impact reliability of VLSI
interconnects. The magnitude and spatial distribution of the
temperature rise in the via are important to accurately estimate
interconnect lifetime under electromigration (EM), which is
temperature dependent. Localized temperature rise can also cause
stress gradients inside the via structures and can also lead to
melting under short-duration high current stress conditions, such
as electrostatic discharge (ESD) events [4]. Hence, measurements
of the magnitude and spatial distribution of the temperature rise in
deep sub-micrometer vias are important to accurately model their
reliability and provide thermal design guidelines for various via
technologies.
In general, interconnect thermometry based on temperaturedependent electrical resistivity of the interconnect metal is used to
calculate a spatially averaged temperature rise along the
interconnects [5]. However, this does not provide local
temperature rise which may be much higher around vias. The
spatial resolution of far-field optical techniques, such as scanning
thermoreflectance thermometry [SI.infrared thermography [7],and
liquid crystal thermography [SI, is diffraction-limited to about 1
pm. This is insufficient to probe deep sub-micrometer vias in the
size range of 0.1-0.5 pm. Near-field optics can be employed to
overcome the diffraction limit [9], but it is still in its infancy as far
as accurate measurements of all desired parameters are concerned.
The SJEM, has recently been developed with spatial resolution in

Joule expansion microscopy (SJEM).

the sub-0.1 pm range [lo]. In this work, SJEM is used to study the
thermal characteristics of small geometry W-plug vias.

SJEM SYSTEM DESIGN
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the scanning Joule
expansion microscope (SJEM) system used in this study. An
atomic force microscope (AFM) is used to bring a sharp tip into
force-controlled contact with the sample surface and perform a
raster scan. A sinusoidal or pulsed voltage is applied to the
electrically conducting sample (W-Via) which produces sample
Joule heating and temperature rise, resulting in sample thermal
expansion. A low-power laser beam incident on the AFM tip
changes its location on the photodiode due to deflection of the tip.
The location of the laser beam on the photodiode determines the
output signal of the photodiode. The AFM photodiode detects the
cantilever deflection due to both expansion and sample
topography. Since the feedback controller of the AFM has a
bandwidth of 5 KHz, the photodiode signal below 5 KHz is
processed for feedback control of the z-piezo to image surface
topography under constant tip-sample force or cantilever
deflection. The Joule heating frequency is kept above 5 KHz to
avoid feedback response. The lock-in amplifier is tuned to the
Joule heating frequency, which detects only the expansion signal
and provides this to an auxiliary AFM channel to form the
expansion image. The system can also be operated without
feedback in which case the heating frequency can be below the
controller bandwidth [lo], [ l l ] .
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Fig. 2. The thermal expansion coefficient of PMMA determined by measuring
the expansion signal and calculating the corresponding AC temperature rise of
an AlCu line from the measured amplitude of the 30component of the
voltage signal using the lock-in amplifier.
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The W-plug via structures were fabricated in a state-of-the-art
0.25 pm industrial CMOS process flow. The samples used in the
experiments contained 0.6 pm-thick AI-Cu interconnects (with top
and bottom layers of 0.05 and 0.1 pm-thick TiN) at two levels of
metallization that were separated by a layer of -0.9 pm-thick
silicon dioxide. These interconnects crossed each other forming
an overlapping region and were bridged in this region by a single
W-plug via with 0.4 pm diameter. Both levels of AlCu lines were
1.6 pm wide. The samples were coated with a standard
passivation layer of -1.0 pm thick silicon dioxide followed by a
capping layer of 0.3 pm thick silicon nitride. Since the thermal
expansion coefficient of the oxide and nitride is low, a 0.28 pm
thick film of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was spin coated
on the sample to amplify the expansion signal. PMMA film can be
easily striped off using acetone after all the measurements. This
procedure is feasible for routine investigations since it is easy and
safe to be accomplished. The thermal expansion coefficient of
PMMA is typically about 7 x l o 5 K-I, which results in a
sensitivity of 2.0 x lo-'' m/K and a temperature resolution of
about 0.2 K.
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TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION
Since the expansion signal of the PMMA film dominated over
other layers on the sample, it was necessary to accurately
determine the expansion coefficient of the PMMA film in order to
convert expansion signals to temperature rise. This was achieved
by first measuring the electrical resistance of an AlCu interconnect
as a function of temperature and extracting the temperature
coefficient of resistance (0) of AICu. The expansion signal of the
PMMA film over the AlCu interconnect was then measured using
an AC bias current given by,
I = I,cosm

Fig. 3. Temperature profile and the temperature contour image of the 0.4 pm
via sample measured by SJEM. Also shown is the top-view of the via sample.
The dashed-linebox indicates the scanning area of the AFM cantilever.

R = R,

o+

(TDC+TACcos(2wt + U)}

(2)

Where T x and TACare the DC and peak AC temperature rises
respectively. (I is the phase lag between the current and the
temperature and o (=27cf)is the angular frequency. Therefore, the
voltage across the line is given by,

(1)

The resistance of the AlCu line under such bias is given by,
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Fig. 5. The maximum AC temperature rise and the corresponding DC
temperature rise under different sinusoidal current stress. The time to get one
data point typically is around 15 minutes. The DC temperature rise was
estimated from AC temperature rise using equation (14) and the analysis is
described in the text.

Fig. 4. Experimental data showing extraction of a time COmtant = 26 vs for
the via structure,Note that '5 is a characteristicof the thermal system and is
independent of the waveform.

than 0.8 ym, which is much larger than the PMMA film thickness
(0.28 ym).

(3)

Self Heating Analysis under Sinusoidal Bias
The lock-in amplifier locks in to the 3w component of the voltage
and measures the amplitude -( I R

BTAC)

In addition to an AC temperature rise under a sinusoidal bias,
there is also a DC temperature rise due to the value of RMS power

of the 3w component.

2
We can therefore calculate TACfrom the measured amplitude of
the 3 0 component of the voltage signal.

dissipation. The DC temperature rise is often much higher than
the AC component and is, therefore, of interest. Since SJEM
measures only the AC component, estimation of the DC
component requires analysis. The thermal behavior follows a firstorder system and is characterized by a time constant T. The
governing heat equation is given by

The locally measured 2 0 component of the expansion signal of the
PMMA film, 6L,can be expressed as,
(4)

aT
mc- = -( h,A)( T -To ) + I' R
at

Where a is the expansion Coefficient of the PMMA film, L is the
PMMA film thickness. The thermal expansion coefficient of
PMMA can then be experimentally obtained from equation (4)
and was found to be 65.9 k 3.3 X
K-'as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Once ci has been calibrated locally, TACcan be calculated directly
from the measured expansion signal using equation (4).

(5)

Where m is the sample mass, c is specific heat, R is the resistance
of sample, h, is the effective heat transfer coefficient averaged
over the via surface area A. The first term on the right hand side of
equation (5) represents an effective heat dissipation term under
the assumption that there are no temperature gradients within the
sample (Via). The validity of this assumption is based on the fact
that the Biot number, Bi is < 0.1. Bi is defined as [131

EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS

Bi = Internal -conduction - resis tan ce

Figure 3 (top) shows the spatial temperature profile of the via
sample using SJEM. The temperature contour image (center)
shows the hot region on top of the via. Although the vias were 0.4
ym in diameter, diffusion in the passivation layers spread the
temperature peak to about 10 ym at full-width half-maximum. It
must be noted that despite this lateral spread, the temperature
drop across the thickness of the passivation layer and the PMMA
film can be expected to be quite small. This is because the
temperature rise exponentially decays from the heat source with

External - heat -transfer
h,L
--=I/h,A
ks

- resis tan ce

- L/k,A

(6)

Where L is the characteristic length of the solid sample (W-Via),
and k, is the thermal conductivity of sample material (W). Now
under an AC bias the current is given by equation (1). Substituting
this expression for current in equation (5) we get,

ae = -hc AB +D
I 'R
2 [I +cos 2wt]

the decay length given b y m , where Kis the thermal

M C - at

diffusivity of the material and f is the applied frequency [ll]. The
thermal diffusivity of PMMA is the lowest of the three passivation
materials, and is -lo-' m2/s. Hence, if the modulation frequencies
are kept below 50 KHz, the penetration depth should be larger

(7)

Where B = T-TO,the dependence of R on B has been neglected
since R = R,( 1 + 86 ) and 80 << 1. Equation (7) can be rewritten
as,
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Fig. 7. The schematic wavefo'rms of the pulsed bias and the corresponding

temperature rise.
Fig. 6. Average temperature rise of the via sample determined using
resistive thermometry. The Corresponding peak current values for the
sinusoidal bias is also shown along the second x-axis based on I, =fi IDC

-=-(?e

e + v/[l+ cos 2
z

at

Where w = 2nf Figure 4 plots experimental data indicating this
behavior and yields a time constant z = 26 p. The experiments
were performed in vacuum in order to get rid of the effect on the
deflection of the cantilever due to the heating by the surrounding
gas [14]. Since the internal time constant of the W-plug via,
T, =d2/aw
(here d is the via diameter, and aw is the thermal

4

Where

(9)

diffusivity of W), is of the order of 1 ns, the observation of z = 26
ks suggests that the surrounding materials, composed mainly of
oxide and nitride, must be involved in heat spreading. Using this
first-order analysis, TDC was found as a function of sinusoidal
current stress and plotted in Fig. 5, where the TDC cc I2 behavior
can be seen.
We also measured the self-heating of the W-via under a DC
current stress using the temperature dependence of the resistivity of
the W-plug as shown in Fig. 6 . For this, the temperature coefficient
of resistance (TCR) of the W-plug was experimentally determined
to be -1.01 x 10-3 K-1 from Kelvin measurements. We can
observe from Fig. 6 that a DC currmt of (say 10 mA) results in a
temperature rise of about 25 "C. The corresponding peak current
for the sinusoidal bias is 14.14 mA, which gives a DC temperature
rise (from Fig. 5 ) of around 20 OC, which is lower than the
temperature rise under DC current s i r e s This is expected since the
DC temperature rise under sinusoidal bias is estimated from the
measured AC temperature rise using S E M experiment, where heat
diffusion into the dielectric surrounding the via, and into the metal
at the top and bottom of the via, results in a slightly lower
measured temperature.

Thus the heat generation term in equation (8) has two components:
(i) a DC component = v/, (ii) an AC component = ycos2wt. Since
this is a linear equation in 8, we can write 0 = TDC + TAC.Note
that TDC is the DC temperature rise due to an AC current. For
TDC the governing equation is,

The governing equation for TAC is,

Now let TAC = Bcos2mt
we can show that

+ Csin2d.

Substituting in equation (1 1)

Thus TAC can be written as,

FJI 1+( Yz
2wz)

TA, =

Self-Heating Analysis under Pul.red Bias
COS 2wt

1 7 1sin 2wt (12)

ly2wz2
+ 1+(2wr)

To study the thermal behavior ofthe W-via under a pulsed bias,
experiments were conducted at f = 25 KHz, pulse amplitude of 2 V,
and pulse widths, fp, from 50 n j to 500 ns. The schematic
representation of the pulsed current and the corresponding
temperature rise is shown in Fig. 7.

Now the amplitude or the maximum value of TAC is given by,

The current amplitude for the pulsed bias can be expressed as,
I,,, for nT < t < nT+t,

From equation (9) and (10) we see that TDC = v/z.

I = { 0, for n T + t , < t < ( n + l ) T

Hence, the peak AC and DC temperature rises can be related as
'AC

=T

E C / d m

(14)
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with equation (22). Here lo is the peak current, R is the via
electrical resistance, and (mc) is the thermal capacity of W-via.
The average temperature Tirq = TDC= 80 can be estimated by this
analysis from the ratio of equation (22) to equation (23) which
~
gives,

Simifarly one can obtain the peak temperature rise, Gerrk in the
following way. The heat equation during the "on" and "off' times
during the pulsed stress can be written as,

0.0
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Fig. 8. The first harmonic, average and peak temperature rise as a function of
the pulsed width of applied pulsed current. The stress condition corresponds to
a current density of 2.65 x 10' Ncm' in the via and 3.47 x lo6 Ncm2 in the
metal line.

where n is some integer, t, is the on time of the pulses and Tis the
time period. The governing heat equation can be written as,

IO2R for n T < t < n T + t ,
mc

aeon!-- --

'OH+-

and

at

T

ae,

6,

-=-at

for nT

7

(25)

+ tp < t < (n + I)T

(26)

The solution to equation (25) is given by,
t
Io2Rz
0"" = C , e x p ( - - ) + I
mc

ae- e +-I , R

(16)
at
z mc
Here r is the characteristic time constant of the first order
equation. The Fourier analysis of the temperature rise yields,

-

e =eo+ "4
zf?"eina
Where
And

en=-j&""&
I'
To

eo= -1j a7 r

z

We can get CI and CZby applying the following two boundary
conditions to equation (27) and equation (28).

(18)

(i) Steady periodic behavior:

@,,(nT) = Bon((n+l)T) and,

(ii) Temperature Continuity:

O,,,(nT

The first harmonic (25 KHz) of the via temperature rise, 01, can be
calculated from equation (18) by multiplying equation (16) with
e-"' and integrating each term from 0 to T. This yields

For t,<< T, 1

eo#= C, exp( --t )

(17)

(19)

To

Similarly, the solution to equation (26) is given by,

and therefore we get
Genk

= e,dnT

+ t,)

from the fact that

&,,k

=

+ r,)

e,,

(nT + t,) = eos(nT + t,)

This yields,

= impand thus 01 is given by,

Therefore, the peak temperature rise Tppnl;
can be estimated by this
analysis from the ratio of equation (23) to equation (29) supposing
tpc < z, which gives,

-L
= vzx1- exp(- 1/ ji)]

and thus the amplitude of 01 is given by,

TP"k

(30)

These values are also shown in Fig. 8.

Similarly, the average temperature rise 6% can be calculated from
equation (19) by simply integrating equation (16) from 0 to T.
This yields,
1

1

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper demonstrates that SJEM can be used
to measure the spatial temperature distribution in VISI
interconnect leads and vias and to study their steady state and
dynamic thermal behavior under sinusoidal and pulsed current
stress. The extracted temperature contour map gives quantitative
information on the spatial distribution of temperature surrounding
a small geometry via and the location of the hot-spot. The spatial
distribution of temperature rise could also be useful in modeling

I02RtP

8,=-j&it =-z
To
mcT
In our experiments TAC = 81was measured by measuring the
amplitude of the first harmonics of the expansion signal. Figure 8
shows that TACvaries linearly with pulse widths, in accordance
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via electromigration and other thermally induced via failure
mechanisms, which are strongly influenced by temperature
gradients around the via. The thermal time constant of the via
structure has also been determined from the measured AC
frequency dependence of the temperature rise. Furthermore, the
average (DC) and peak temperature rise under pulsed stress
condition have been estimated from the measured first harmonic
temperature rise. Thus, the sub-100 nm resolution of SJEM can be
potentially employed to design thermally robust multilevel
interconnect structures, and improve reliability. It can be used to
investigate current crowding effects and can help determine the
impact of different via and lead designs on the thermal
characteristics of multi-level deep submicron interconnect
structures.
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